Active, artificial hair cells for biomimetic sound detection based on active cantilever technology.
We aim at building and studying artificial hair cells (AHC) based on MEMS technology to understand the extraordinary sound perception of the human ear and build a sensor system with similar properties. These perception properties, i.e. detecting six orders of sound pressure level and simultaneously frequency differences of only 3-5 Hz, are obtained mainly due to the sophisticated biological sensors in the inner ear, called hair cells, which convert the acoustic waves into electric signals. They amplify weak inputs and compress larger ones, known as compressive nonlinearity, thus enabling this impressive dynamic range, typically not captured by current engineering solutions. We tackle this demand by building artificial hair cells on the basis of smart, self-actuated and self-sensing mechanical resonator beams with suitable actuation feedback. Thereby, we take advantage of the fact that the compressive nonlinearity arises naturally in dynamical systems tuned to a bifurcation point. This tuning is achieved by an appropriate feedback loop inspired by physiological models. Initial results on the detection properties of a single AHC will be shown demonstrating amplification and a decreased width of the resonance peak.